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We welcome this opportunity to make a submission to the LGBCE as part of the Electoral Review of the
London Borough of Redbridge.
We acknowledge and are grateful for the support and advice received from LBR & LGBCE Officers in
researching and preparing this review. We would particularly like to thank Tony Doherty, Sue Parkinson,
Mark Levy and Paul Brookin of LBR for their support, advice and tireless efforts. We also acknowledge and
are grateful for the support and advice of the staff of the LGBCE and in particular Mark Cooper and Richard
Buck.

Cllr Paul Canal
Leader of the Redbridge Conservative Group
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Redbridge Past and Present
The Municipal Borough of Ilford was founded in 1926, succeeding the 1888 Urban District Council. It joined
with the Urban District Council of Wanstead and Woodford, founded in 1937, in 1965.
Many of the boundaries that have been used in current and previous ward mapping arrangements were
used in 1888, 1926, and 1937. As such they are understood and accepted by local residents and form part of
what could be called “institutional memory, though perhaps the phrase “municipal memory” is more
appropriate.
We do recognise that communities develop and evolve over time and boundaries must be re‐examined as to
their appropriateness and “fitness for purpose” at each review. Some clearly stand the test of time – major
A roads, major railways etc. Others may be more nuanced in their “fitness for purpose”
The London Borough of Redbridge was formed in 1965 by the London Government Act 1963. It comprised
all of the former Municipal Borough of Ilford and the Municipal Borough of Wanstead and Woodford. It also
included the Northern part of the Municipal Borough of Dagenham around Hog Hill and the South Eastern
part of the Urban District of Chigwell around Hainault.
Ward boundary reviews took place in 1976 (Local Government Boundary Commission for England Report no
213) and in 1999, together with an interim review in 1004 that only affected one ward. This is the third full
boundary review since the foundation of the London Borough of Redbridge in 1965.
Number of Councillors in Each Ward
In 1965, to more effectively reflect community identity, Redbridge had amongst its warding pattern nine
four member wards. (Bridge, Snaresbrook, Wanstead, Woodford, Barkingside, Chadwell, Seven Kings,
Cranbrook and Mayfield, totalling 36 councillors).
It also had eight 3 member wards (Aldborough, Clayhall, Fairlop, Hainault, Clementswood, Goodmayes,
Ilford (later Loxford) and Park (24 councillors). The 60 councillors were supplemented by 10 Aldermen.
In 1978 the Council proposed and had accepted by the LGBC a scheme of 3 member wards. (We do though
note that In 1994, as part of interim changes, Goodmayes was made a 2 member ward).
This demonstrates that Redbridge has a history of wards with differing numbers of elected members.
The key criteria as to whether a ward should be made up of one, two or three members is the ability of any
arrangement to meet as far as is possible all three main criteria determined by the LGBCE under its statutory
powers.
The Local Government Boundary Commission for England carried out reviews for all 32 London Boroughs
under the aegis of the Government White Paper “Modern Local Government” In Touch with the People.”
This review recommended a pattern of three member wards for Redbridge, and indeed across all of London.
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The provision for yearly elections “by thirds” was never implemented and the need for three member wards
as a result lapsed. We note that legislation now allows for a pattern of one, two and three member wards
where it is more appropriate and allows all three of the LGBCE criteria to be considered.
It has been suggested in some quarters that “diversity” is better served by three member wards. We are not
sure whether this relates to political, gender, ethnic or other types of “Diversity”.
We were interested to note the comments on page 24 0f “Community Identity: Literature Review and
analysis”:

“….to the extent that single member wards may be used instead of multi
member wards, the probability that minority interests (small communities?)
would gain electoral representation should be increased”

This suggests that larger three member wards may actually mitigate against diversity of representation. It is
of course the responsibility of political parties to ensure that they run a diverse slate of candidates.
Wards based on “real communities” are much more likely to elect councillors that reflect the diverse nature
of residents in London Boroughs. It follows that arbitrary three member wards that go across community
boundaries would indeed mitigate against achieving diversity of representation.
We have read the last five LGBCE reports and note than in several instances, including in nearby Tower
Hamlets and Hackney, that in order to more fully meet their published criteria, the LGBCE has recommended
ward sizes of one, two and three councillors.
We therefore believe arguments for mandatory member three wards fail several tests.
As illustrated they fail the avowed aim of increasing diversity and may make diversity less likely. They fail the
test of “community identity” as larger wards are much more likely to cross “community boundaries”. They
fail the “effective and convenient government test for the same reason.
It seems axiomatic that whether a ward has one, two or three councillors is solely determined by the
“balance” of all three criteria to be determined by the LGBCE.
Past Reviews
The 1978 and 1999 reviews were both based on “three member wards”. The former was at the request of
the council, the latter as noted previously mandated by DCLG.
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The statutory criteria published by the LGBCE are:

1. The need to secure equality of representation
2. The need to reflect the identities and interests of local communities
3. The need to secure effective and convenient local government

Mandated Three member wards (henceforth referred to as “mandated three”) made it much more
challenging to successfully “reflect the identities and interests of local communities” (ERTG, page 10, 3.5)
and also impacted on securing effective and convenient local government.
Prior to the 1978 review, most local boundaries were understood and accepted by local residents. They
were, to quote one resident who has lived on the borough for many years “sensible”.
For many the “sensible quotient” declined dramatically from 1978 when the review led to the creation of
several anomalous wards, listed later.
The 2016 review, if it follows the current LGBCE criteria and published guidance, is an opportunity to return
to boundaries that are understood, accepted and are “sensible”. It will allow us to more effectively meet all
three of the LGBCE published criteria both from 2018 and in the future.
Anomalous Wards
Roding
As mentioned earlier, past reviews have led to a number of ward iterations that fail to successfully meet all
three published criteria. Amongst the most anomalous are Roding . The creation of Roding Ward in 1978
was as a direct result of the priacy of three member wards and electoral equality above all other criteria. In
its current form it neither reflects the identities and interests of local communities nor secures effective and
convenient local government.
Roding’s Eastern section (currently R1) is divided by both the six lane M11 and River Roding. ERTG 5.5 says
the LGBCE “Will not seek to include areas on either side of a river or canal within the same ward” and goes
on to say “It may be argued that motorways and major roads provide a natural divide between
communities..” The photograph (INT 01) suggests that is correct!
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Fig Int 01: Google Maps Aerial View of River Roding and M11 that divides Roding Ward, separating R1 from R2

The Southern section of Roding (currently R3) is also cut off from the Northern part of the ward by a ten lane
section of the A406, set in a 50 foot gorge.

Fig 02: The North Circular Dividing Roding north and south.
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Roding did not exist as a ward in any iteration from 1926 to the Borough’s inception in 1965.
As stated, Roding was created in 1978 when a three member ward scheme was requested. The only criteria
it fulfilled then was that of Electoral Equality. It survived the 1999 review because a three member ward
scheme was this time mandated. It also failed to meet even in part the3 second and third criteria.
Examined in light of the criteria to be used in the 2016 review, we believe Roding fails on a number of levels.
There is no direct road or pedestrian access between R1 (bounded by the River Roding/ M11, the A1400,
Roding Lane North and Bridge Ward ) and the part of the ward to the west.
ERTG 4.64 states that “… recommendations for ward boundaries will normally provide for people to move
between all parts of the ward without having to venture outside of the ward”. This can only be achieved by
microlight in this case!
For residents of the Hill farm Estate (R1) to visit the Maybank road area ( R2) or the part of Roding in South
Woodford (R3) they would need to head East along the A1400 / Eastern Avenue, leave the ward and drive
through (A) Clayhall Ward and (B) Barkingside Ward, excercise a U Turn at the Longwood gardens
Roundabout, and drive to the roundabout at the junction of the A406 and A1400, a distance of over 3.5
miles outside the ward.
In addition the southern section of the existing ward is divided from the northern section by a ten lane wide
North Circular (A406)

Fig 03: A406 separating northern and southern parts of Roding Ward.
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LGBCE criteria and the April 2014 Electoral Reviews Technical Guidance (henceforth ERTG) strongly mitigate
against such an arrangement.
It is difficult to construct a scenario where a warding of this arrangement would be recommended today.
We note that ERTG page 6, 2.16 para 6 states that the LGBCE starts a review with no predetermined view of
its outcome. We submit that such an approach would make the current mapping arrangement of Roding
difficult to support.,
We have carefully examined if there is a way all or part of Roding Ward can be retained and meet all three
criteria in whole or even in part, and have concluded that the published criteria and technical guidance make
it difficult if not impossible to come up with a warding arrangement that meets those criteria.
We note that the requirements of Electoral Equality mean that the west of the Borough will have two fewer
councillors than at present. We believe that we can more easily fulfil all three criteria, with particular regard
to the identity of local communities, if the electorate in Roding Ward returns broadly to the eastern
boundaries of 1965.
Anomalous Wards
Newbury
It is also our submission that Newbury also fails the second criteria. Newbury resembles an “Aladdin’s
Lamp” with little community interaction between the “base” and the handle and spout. Newbury also
traverses a previously used and locally understood boundary (Ley Street) and also has the highest electoral
imbalance of any ward on 2021 projected figures.
We believe it is possible to use understood local boundaries and fulfil all three criteria and have made a
submission on that basis.
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Fig 04: The Current Boundaries for Newbury Ward
Anomalous Wards
Snaresbrook, Roding, Wanstead
The part of the borough with perhaps the most confusing intersection is the South West. Three wards
(Wanstead, Snaresbrook, Roding) have a shared boundary that to an outside observer looks like random
jagged lines.
One resident said the boundary was reminiscent of the Norwegian Fjords whose design was assigned to
Slartibartfast in “Hitchhikers’ Guide to the Galaxy”. We have some sympathy with this view!
The 2016 review is an opportunity to bring order and rationality to these wards whilst also fulfilling more
successfully the three LGBCE criteria.
We are therefore proposing an arrangement that utilises an obvious boundary, the A406, along with the
borough boundaries with Waltham Forest and Newham, and leads to two 3 member wards and one 2
member ward.
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Fig05: The Current “Zig Zag” Ward Boundary between Snaresbrook, Roding and Wanstead

Opportunity Welcomed
We welcome the opportunity to submit a pattern of wards that improve electoral equality, strengthen
community identity and lead to more effective and convenient local Government.
We also believe this is an opportunity to strengthen civic society around wards based within clearly
understood and respected boundaries and grouped within clearly understood areas.
We believe the increased flexibility afforded by being able to create one, two or three member wards allows
all three criteria to play a part by in creating wards that more successfully reflect real communities, respect
natural and understood boundaries and allow us to preserve and develop civic society.
We have consulted widely before making this submission. We have carefully considered the published
LGBCE criteria:




The need to secure equality of representation
The need to reflect the identities and interests of local communities
The need to secure effective and convenient local government

We have sought to respect or identify clear and long lasting boundaries for wards. We have also taken into
account obvious physical features of the area when proposing boundaries.
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Recommendation Summary
Our representation forms the submission of the Conservative Group on the London Borough of Redbridge,
representing 25 of 63 councillors.
This submission also has the full support of the four Conservative Constituency Associations that cover all or
part of the borough; Chingford & Woodford Green; Ilford North; Ilford South; Leyton & Wanstead.
The submission has also been shaped by consultation with several tenants and residents groups, and a
comprehensive “physical survey” of existing and proposed boundaries.
Our recommendations for future electoral arrangements in the London Borough of Redbridge are that:

1. The London Borough of Redbridge should be served by 63 Councillors, exactly the same as
at present
2. There should be 25 wards, 4 more than at present, and the boundaries of all 21 current
wards should be modified
3. There should be a mix of one, two and three member wards.
4. There should be 14 three member wards, 10 two member wards and 1 one member ward.

Proposal Summary
Redbridge (63 Councillors)
Redbridge West (16)
Redbridge NW
(8)

Redbridge SW
(8)

Churchfields (3)

SW & Snaresbrook
(3)
Wanstead Village
(3)

Monkhams (2)

Wanstead Park (2)

Bridge (3)

Redbridge North
(18)

Redbridge South (29)

Redbridge NE (18)

Redbridge Central
(16)

Redbridge South
(13)

Aldbororough Hatch (1)

Chadwell (2)

Ilford Town (2)

Barkingside (3)

Cranbrook (2)

Ilford Lane (3)

Barkingside East (2)

Newbury (2)

Loxford (3)

Clayhall (3)

Park (2)

Goodmayes (3)

Fairlop (3)

Seven Kings (3)

Mayfield (2)

Fullwell (3)

College (2)

Hainault (3)

Valentine (3)
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Physical Features and Internal boundaries within the Borough of Redbridge

We have looked carefully at the borough’s existing internal major and minor boundaries and carefully
examined how these could influence ward boundaries.
We have also consulted extensively with ward residents and reviewed past boundaries. We have carefully
considered the LGBCE technical guidance and supporting documentation.
We read with interest the literature review and analysis by Michael Chisholm and Geoffrey Dench (April
2005): “Community Identity: Literature Review and Analysis for Periodic Electoral Reviews”
We carefully considered the comments on the factors that can be used to indicate community identity and
community ties “when delineating wards”.
Our submission has been influenced by this document and we have focused on a number of elements within
the document reproduced below:

3.17: “the importance of schools, shops, community centres faith‐based facilities, surgeries and health
centres has been stressed, these facilities providing relatively stable and important resources which enable
communities to form and to function……..
“the development of children's trusts and centres means that in the future many more services may come to
revolve around primary schools, so that their salience may rise as points of public service delivery,
as well as their significance as the cores of community processes”
..these facilities serve to locate the cores of communities
4.14 “…..approximation would be to focus on the cores of communities, rather than their boundaries….
…..main examples are schools, local shopping centres, places of worship, primary health facilities”
“Community Identity: Literature Review and Analysis for Periodic Electoral Reviews” April 2005

We have therefore paid particular regard to the schools and health facilities use by local communities and to
local shopping habits when constructing our recommended ward boundaries.
We have sought evidence to support the fact that we believe our recommendations effectively “reflect the
identities and interests of local communities” (henceforth “community identity”) alongside the need to
secure as far as possible “equality of representation”.

Natural Boundaries
The guidance suggests that major roads, national rail lines and rivers can and often are considered as natural
boundaries. It is significant that in Redbridge, since 1965, ward boundaries have not crossed the A12 east of
the A406 nor the “intercity” British Rail Line. In fact these have been recognised boundaries not just since
1965 but 1926.
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We agree with previous commissions that have used these boundaries and have incorporated them into our
submission.
We have also taken cognisance of the rail and undergrouhnd network within Redbridge and A Roads

Fig PB 01: Road and Rail and Underground network in Redbridge
The nature of traffic in London has changed considerably in 50 years. Since the borough’s inception the M11
has been built and the A406 upgraded. We believe that at ground level these are significant boundaries
between communities. We note that the A406 that currently divides Church End ward is ten lanes wide and
some 40 feet deep. (see Introduction, fig 03)
We believe that this is also a demonstrable boundary and have made a submission that uses it as such,
whilst also taking due note of the other criteria. Accordingly we have used the A406 as an “internal
boundary”.
.
British Rail Line – Liverpool Street to Norwich / Shenfield
The British Rail line runs through Ilford and is a current “internal boundary”. It has also been a boundary
since 1965. It is both a recognised local boundary and a real physical boundary, with intercity trains
exceeding 100 mph along its path.
Once again the original committee that drew the borough’s 1965 ward boundaries and each of the last two
reviews in 1978 and 1999 retained it as a boundary.
We note that a proposal has been made to “straddle” this boundary with a new ward that shares no
boundary with any previous warding arrangements. We understand that this is designed to follow the new
and temporary “housing zone”.
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We have carefully considered this suggestion. We note that the proposed Housing zone was constructed to
cross existing ward boundaries and in that format secured funds from the GLA.
We note that the proposed zone does not just cross the railway line, it also splits a number of roads that
currently lie wholly within Valentine Ward. (Melbourne Road and Christchurch Road). York Road becomes
marooned between the borough boundary and the railway line.
The literature review rightly refers to the importance of schools and healthy centres. Most primary schools
in Redbridge are over subscribed. Places are made available in primary schools on the basis of the walking
distance to school of each applicant.
The result of this criteria is that pupils north of the railway attend primary schools north of the railway line,
and those south of the railway line attend school south of the railway line. With regard to primary schools,
an acknowledged identifier of “community”, the railway line is a real and effective boundary.
Research also shows that this effect also holds good for Secondary Schools. A minority of pupils attend
selective schools in the borough on the basis of “11 plus” style examination results. The majority (85%)
attend a secondary school nominally of their choice, but in fact determined again by their walking distance
to the school.
Once again the railway comes into play. Those north of the line attend a school north of the lie, those south
attend a school south of the railway line. The railway line is again an effective local boundary. It also
remains a boundary in terms of health care. To the north the vast majority of patients are registered with a
GP in the north, those in the south register with a GP in the south.
We understand the initial attraction of the housing zone as a “neat” boundary. However, we believe it fails
the test of “community identity”. We also note that this ward boundary review could and should also last
for 15 or 20 years, by which time the temporary “housing zone” will have ceased to exist. We will then be
left with an orphan ward with boundaries that fail to meet 2 of the 3 criteria.
We are also intrigued to note that the published “housing zone” (Ilford Recorder June 2015) boundary is not
co‐terminus with the proposed ward boundary.
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Fig PB 02: Current Housing Zone is not coterminous with proposed “Straddle” ward.

This further undermines the case for a “straddle” ward outlined at the Redbridge Electoral Review panel.
For these reason we have rejected a straddle” ward and have retained the 50 year old and locally
understood Network Rail boundary in our submission.

Methodology
We have carefully examined existing and historically use boundaries, and boundaries recognised by local
residents. We have paid particular attention to the location of primary schools and areas where
communities “meet”, be it for leisure, retail or other reasons.
This has allowed us to divide the borough into five distinct areas with broadly understood and recognised
boundaries.
Ilford South; Ilford Central; Redbridge North East; Redbridge North West; Redbridge South West
These boundaries take cognisance of the natural and man made physical boundaries (eg River Roding, A12
etc) that were listed previously.
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Ilford Central and Ilford South (Redbridge South) by co‐incidence map the current parliamentary
constituency of Ilford South. (We note that the forthcoming parliamentary review will try to build
constituencies around wards. This further mitigates against a straddle ward” )


Ilford Central
o northern boundary A12; Southern boundary Network Railway Line; western boundary A406;
eastern boundary the borough boundary with Barking & Dagenham.
o Comprises existing wards of Cranbrook; Valentines; Seven Kings; Newbury Park; Chadwell



Ilford South
o northern boundary Network Railway Line; Southern boundary the borough boundary with
Barking & Dagenham; western boundary A406; eastern boundary the borough boundary
with Barking & Dagenham
o Comprises existing wards of Loxford; Clementswood; Mayfield; Goodmayes

The areas within Redbridge North (the majority of the parliamentary constituency of Ilford North)


Redbridge North East
o northern boundary borough boundary with Epping Forest; southern boundary A12; western
boundary Roding Lane North; eastern boundary the borough boundary with Barking &
Dagenham.
o Comprises existing wards of Fairlop; Fullwell; Fairlop; Clayhall; Barkingside; Aldborough



Redbridge North West
o northern boundary borough boundary with Epping Forest; southern boundary A406;
western boundary borough boundary with Waltham Forest; eastern boundary roding Lane
North
o Comprises existing wards of Monkhams; Bridge; Church End; Roding (part);



Redbridge South West
o northern boundary A406;; southern boundary borough boundary with Newham; western
boundary borough boundary with Waltham Forest; eastern boundary A406
o Comprises existing wards of Church End (part); Roding (part); Snaresbrook; Wanstead

We have carefully read the Electoral Review Technical Guidance (ERTG) in relation to geographic
considerations. We note that rivers where there are no bridges are usually regarded as boundaries. We also
note that railway lines are often regarded as boundaries as are major roads and motorways.
A12
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The A12 between Charlie Browns roundabout and the borough boundary has been a boundary between
wards since 1965, and according to a borough map from 1949, long before that.
It is a busy dual carriageway, busier than many motorways elsewhere. It is both a physical barrier and
recognised as such by local residents. No proposal we are aware of being submitted proposes to cross it,
and we adopt this section of the A12 as a boundary between wards for our submission.
Liverpool Street Intercity & Suburban Railway Line
The Inter City and suburban Network Railway Line runs through the borough and has been a boundary since
1965. It is notable that every Redbridge ward map since 1965 (1975; 1994; 1998) has used the railway as a
ward boundary.
The LGBCE technical guidance also refers to railways as probable boundaries. This railway line is both the
intercity route to Norwich and Ipswich and the main commuting line between the City and South Essex.
We note the conclusions of those who drew up the borough’s original 1965 Map and the conclusions of
those who sat on the two subsequent ward boundary reviews and retained the railway line as a boundary.
In light of a proposal to “straddle” the railway line from the borough’s western boundary to Highbury
gardens, we have re‐examined this 50 year policy.
Our research suggests the railway Line is a real and effective dividing line and boundary in the borough. To
the east of the proposed ward, to access a road that can be utilised by those south of the Netwrok Rail Line
involves leaving the ward and travelling to Seven Kings, then doubling back. We note that ERTG 4.64
counsels against this arrangement.
We note the importance of schools, especially primary schools, in establishing community identity.
The schools used by residents and children North and East of the railway line are distinctly different to those
who live to the south of the railway line.
School admission criteria are based on the distance it takes to walk to school, not “as the crow flies”. This
means that nearly every primary aged child north of the railway goes to a primary school north of the
railway, and nearly every primary aged child south of the railway goes to a school south of the railway.
A similar divide exists amongst secondary school choice. For those pupils in the west of the borough
(between the borough’s western border and Griggs place) who do not secure a place at one of the
borough’s selective schools, those north of the railway line overwhelmingly attend Seven Kings High School
whilst those South of the Railway line overwhelmingly attend Loxford School of Science and technology
Access to health care is similarly influenced by whether you are “North” or “South” of the railway line,
demonstrated by GP surgery registration. These were recognised as two distinct groups of the population
separated by a common boundary, the railway line.
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The Railway line is not just a physical barrier. It has a direct influence on education, health and community
identity. Its adoption as a distinct and understood ward boundary since 1965 demonstrates its “fitness for
purpose”. We do not believe that a proposed ward that would straddle the railway line, divide established
communities and split individual roads (eg: Brisbane Road, Christchurch Rd, Melbourne Rd) successfully
meets the criteria set down by the LGBCE. A “straddle” ward would also “maroon” a section of the
community in York Road, who would have valentines Ward to their north and the railway line to their back.
We understand that the rationale for this proposal is based on the relatively short lived housing zone. We
note that the establishment of the housing zone was not constrained by ward boundaries. We also note
that the wards will remain in existence long after the housing zone ceases. We have carefully considered the
rationale for a “straddle” ward and are unconvinced it meets the second and third criteria. We regret we are
unable to agree and have retained the railway as a boundary within the borough.
We have spoken to residents and they have expressed overwhelming support for retaining the railway line
as a boundary. .
A406
The A406 runs through the borough, effectively slicing off the South Eastern section. It heads North from
the borough’s southern boundary shadowing the River Roding, before it veers East and heads towards
Waltham Forest.
The “Southern section” from Charlie browns Roundabout (A1400/A406 junction) to the A13 has been a
recognised boundary since 1965 , and in fact since 1872. This “Southern” section of the A406 is six lanes
wide and forms part of the second busiest road in London, after the M25. We accordingly adopt it as a
boundary in this submission.
The “Western section” is arguably busier. It is ten lanes wide at one point; It is the route to the M11, the
Dartford Bridge, the Blackwall Tunnel and M25.
The 2014 traffic count was an astonishing 165,897 vehicles per day. (ref DfT Traffic Counts). This section of
the A406 was a Redbridge ward boundary from 1965 to 1978. It was also a ward boundary within the
former Wanstead and Woodford municipal Council from at least 1949 to 1965..
If the LGBCE criteria are to be followed, we would suggest a ten lane dual carriageway situated in a 40 foot
gorge should form part of a ward boundary. If such a boundary also allows the criteria of electoral equality
to be fulfilled and meets to criteria of community identity, it should be unassailable.
We believe this boundary meets all three criteria. It is recognised and acknowledged as a boundary by local
residents and we are recommending that the borough returns to this locally recognised and acknowledged
boundary
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Fig PB 03: Looking East along the ten lane A406 as it divides Roding Ward
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Our proposals
Utilising the boundaries listed in the earlier chapter, (Network Rail Line, A12, A406, borough boundaries etc)
we have made proposals for each of the five parts of Redbridge Borough in turn:
Here we detail our proposals for Redbridge South – Ilford South (numbers in brackets refers to the number
of Councillors proposed for each area / ward)
1. Redbridge South (29)
a. Ilford South (13)
i. Ilford Town (2)
ii. Ilford Lane (3)
iii. Loxford (3)
iv. Goodmayes (3)
v. Mayfield (2)

As mentioned earlier, Redbridge South covers the part of the boundary between A12 and the Borough’s
southern boundary. “Ilford Central” lies between the A12 and the railway line; Ilford South lies between the
railway line and the borough’s Southern border.

The electorate projection for Ilford South is 46, 116. This leads to an entitlement of 13 elected members. It
is therefore not difficult to retain three member wards and meet the electoral equality criteria. We are
therefore proposing 2 Two member wards and 3 Three member wards.

Redbridge South
Ilford South
Goodmayes
10523
Ilford Lane
10376
Ilford Town
7052
Loxford
10871
Mayfield
7294

3
3
2
3
2

Redbridge South

13

46116
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Redbridge South
Ilford South
Goodmayes Ward (3)
Proposed Goodmayes Ward Boundaries
We are only proposing minor amendments to Goodmayes Ward. We are retaining the northern “railway
boundary” and obviously the eastern borough boundary. We have also retained the southern Braemore
Road boundary, but extended it west to South Park Drive.
We have moved the south eastern boundary up to Abbotsford Road partly for reasons of electoral equality
and partly “community identity”. The residents in Kilmartin Rd, Meldrum Rd , Mayesbrook Rd and
Aberdour Rd were wedged into a gap between Mayfield and the borough bopundary that was more closely
allied with Mayfield than Goodmayes.
We have retained the north western “Highbury Gardens Boundary.”
We submit that these minor amendments creates a more natural “shape” and better reflect the local
community. It also leads to a good level of elect oral equality.
Character
Goodmayes is a “linear ward” where Green Lane acts as a conduit. Green lane is served by several local
buses that run the length of the ward. (128, 150, 679). Goodmayes has had broadly the same eastern,
northern and western boundaries for several years.
Name
We propose retaining the existing name, which has been in use for many years.
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IS 01: Goodmayes Ward Map

Goodmayes Ward Proposal
Three Councillors
10,523 Electors
Variance – 2%

Redbridge South
Ilford South
Ilford Town (2)
Ilford Town is on the brink of substantial developments and investment. Within the lifetime of this review
(2021) Cross Rail will open, serving Ilford Station. That us unlocked the development potential of this part of
the borough and allowed sites that had stalled during the recession to be restarted.
The scale of the transformation that is going to happen will rival parts of Stratford the East. It will be the
biggest change to the borough since the arrival of the railways in Victorian times.
Ilford Hill, currently home to empty office blocks, is to become a vibrant social housing area backed by the
Mayor of London. Sainsbury’s on Winston Way is due to be demolished and replaced by a high rise
development of over 650 flats and town houses. The stalled neighbouring Britannia site is set to deliver up
to 200 new 1, 2 and 3 bedroom flats. The former Harrison Gibson store is also being demolished and
replaced with two high rise blocks of over 200 homes. The owners of the exchange are planning a 20 storey
tower on top of the existing shopping centre.
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These developments will have little in common with the Victorian terraced housing that surrounds them.
They will have much in common with Pioneer Point, a pair of 33 storey buildings opposite Sainsbury’s.
Just as moving people into new flats revitalised Manchester, the addition of over 2,000 homes and over
3,000 residents will transform the centre of Ilford.
We are therefore proposing a new Ilford Town Ward. Its northern boundary is the railway; its southern
boundary is Highbury gardens, shared with Goodmayes Ward. For reasons of electoral equality its southern
boundary is Cecil Road, Rutland Road, Albert Road.
Character
This new ward will be the beating heart of Ilford, attracting a new night time economy of cinemas,
restaurants and coffee shops. The large number of tower blocks will give it a distinct character, as will
Crossrail (Ilford and Seven Kings) and the expected development of the night time economy.

Name
Residents consulted have overwhelmingly chosen Ilford Town as the new name.

IS 02: Ilford Town Ward Map
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Ilford Town Ward Proposal
Two Councillors
7,052 6 Electors
Variance – 2%

Redbridge South
Ilford South
Ilford Lane Ward (3)
ILFORD LANE
Ilford lane is formed from the majority of the former Loxford Ward. Its northern boundary is the newly
proposed “Ilford Town Ward”. Its western boundary is the borough boundary with Newham. It retains a
southern boundary with barking and Dagenham.
We have consulted with residents who believe the current shape is unsatisfactory. Blackthorn Road and
Lawson close are nearer South Park Drive than Ilford lane. One older resident said the boundary used to be
a north – south line along Woodlands Road. We have researched the 1965 map and confirmed this earlier
boundary was indeed along Woodlands Road..

IS03: Woodlands Road, 1965 boundary between Loxford and Clementswood
We have also confirmed the Woodlands Road boundary was also used in the 1976 ward review.
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IS 04 : Woodlands Road, 1978 boundary between Loxford and Clementswood

Our research and consultation with residents supports the adoption of Woodlands Road as the eastern
boundary.
Character
Ilford Lane is one of the most vibrant and diverse communities in the borough. Along its length it boasts an
array of shops, restaurants, clothes retailers and jewellers. It rivals Southall and Green Street Newham in
the variety of food, produce and clothes on offer.
Ilford lane is served by buses 169, EL1 and EL2.
Name – Ilford Lane
The ward is currently called “Loxford”. This proposal would remove Loxford Park from the ward. The
dominant feature and best known road in the ward is Ilford lane. We carefully considered retaining the
name. Ilford Lane has undergone a great deal of change over the last 20 years. It is now one of the
borough’s premiere shopping districts and a key shopping centre. When asked where they live the usual
reply is “off Ilford Lane”. Several local residents expressed a preference for Ilford lane, so we are
recommending that as the new name.
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IS05: Ilford Lane Ward

Ilford Lane Ward Proposal
Three Councillors
10,376 Electors
Variance – 4%
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Redbridge South
Ilford South
Clementswood Ward (3)
Proposed Boundary Description
We are proposing a northern boundary for Clementswood of Albert Road and an eastern Boundary of South
Park Drive . We are proposing a western boundary of Woodlands Road, restoring the previous boundary,
shared with Ilford Town. The southern boundary remains the borough boundary.
Woodlands Road was an eastern boundary of Loxford in 1949. It was also the boundary when the borough
was founded in 1965 and at the 1976 review.
Similarly, South Park Drive Road has been a locally recognised and easily understood boundary since 1949,
and in 1965 and 1975.
One of its key features is that it runs parallel with a stream along its southern end. The northern end runs
parallel with “South Park”. Both features combine to make a natural boundary. This explains its adoption in
the past. South Park Drive is a wide, a clear delineation between Clementswood and Mayfield and a
previously used boundary.

IS 05: Stream running along southern section of South Park Drive
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IS 06: 1949 Borough Map showing Woodlands Road and South Park Drive as Clementswood Boundaries
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IS07 : 1975 Borough Map showing South Park Drive as Clementswood Boundary

IS08: 1975 Borough Map showing Woodlands Road and South Park Drive as Clementswood Boundaries
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We submit that the historical evidence on its own to use Woodlands Rd and South Park Drive as boundaries
is compelling. They are also easily understood, recognised and sensible contemporary boundaries.
Character
Clementswood is distinct from Mayfield to the east. It is predominantly Victorian terraced houses with some
modern infil and a number of low rise blocks of flats. Mayfield by comparison is a conservation area with a
large number of distinct bungalows built by John now in the 1930s. This further reinforces the
appropriateness of South Park Drive as a ward boundary.

IS 09 Clementswood Victorian Terraced Housing

IS10: Mayfield Bungalow Conservation Area

Name
The name Loxford has been in use for several years. We believe it prudent to retain it.
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IS11: Clementswood Ward – Proposed Map

Loxford Ward
Three Councillors
10,871 Electors
Variance 1%

Redbridge South
Ilford South
Mayfield Ward (2)

We are proposing the return of the original eastern boundary (South Park Drive) as mentioned in the
Clementswood submission. We also propose the retention of the existing Northern boundary ( Braemar
Terrace) shared with Goodmayes. In addition we suggest the eastern boundary be extended along
Aabbotsford Road given that the southern section is largely open land and the northern section (to the south
of Abbotsford Road) is connected with Mayfield.
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South Park Drive is a major road connecting Ilford and Barking. Its southern section runs parallel with a
stream in an open culvert. The northern section runs adjacent to a large local park. It is an obvious and
effective boundary between two wards that also reflects the differing character of the Seven Kings Bungalow
Conservation Area and the terraced estate to its west.

IS 12: South Park Drive Culvert

IS 13: Clementswood Terraced Housing

IS 14 Mayfield “Bungalow Estate”

We did consider retaining the existing eastern boundary but on balance felt that this iteration improves
electoral equality for both Mayfield and Goodmayes and more successfully fulfils the Community identity
criteria.
Character
Mayfield encompasses all of the Seven Kings Bungalow Conservation area, formerly the Mayfield
Conservation Area. As befits a conservation area, it is the most distinctive part of the southern half of
Redbridge. It has an active residents’ association who work hard to both preserve its character and enhance
civic involvement.
Name
We gave serious consideration to naming the ward John Knox, after the builder who developed the
bungalow estate. There is also a link with his father, also called Joh Knox, who founded the Presbyterian
church. There is an existing John Knox Park and we felt naming the ward John Knox would connect the ward
to its illustrious history. This idea was supported by the Seven King Bungalow Estate residents Association.
However, we have taken cognisance of the published guidance and discussion at the Electoral Review Panel.
We have concluded that as the ward has been called Mayfield since before the borough’s inception, it was
unlikely to be approved by the LGBCE. We are therefore proposing retaining the existing name.
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Mayfield Ward
Two Councillors
7,294 Electors
Variance 1%
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Our proposals
Utilising the boundaries listed in the earlier chapter, (Network Rail Line, A12, A406) we have made proposals
for each of the five parts of Redbridge Borough in turn:
Here we detail our proposals for Redbridge South – Ilford Central (numbers in brackets refers to the number
of Councillors proposed for each area / ward)
1. Redbridge South (29)
a. Ilford Central (16)
i. Chadwell (2)
ii. Cranbrook (2)
iii. Newbury Park (2)
iv. Park Ward (2)
v. Seven Kings (3)
vi. College Ward (2)
vii. Valentines (3)

As mentioned earlier, Redbridge South covers the part of the boundary between A12 and the Borough’s
southern boundary.
“Ilford Central” lies between the A12 and the railway line; Ilford South lies between the railway line and the
borough’s Southern border.

REDBRIDGE SOUTH
Ilford Central
Ilford Central is projected to have 58,178 electors. This would lead to an entitlement of 16 councilors. Once
We are therefore recommending that Ilford Central, covering 58,178 electors and with 16 councillors, should
be made up of 7 wards comprising 5 two member wards and 2 three member wards
Ilford Central
Chadwell
Cranbrook
Newbury Park
Park Ward
Seven Kings
College
Valentines

7267
7319
7407
7364
10952
6700
10893

2
2
2
2
3
2
3

Ilford Central

57902

16
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Ilford Central Boundaries
Previous ward patterns for Ilford Central have utilised obvious and easily understood boundaries.
Along with the A12 and railway line, they have also used Barley Lane between Chadwell and Seven Kings and
Ley Street between Seven Kings and Park Ward (now Valentine). We have consulted previous ward maps to
confirm this and attach them as evidence. We have also spoken at length to local residents.
There is a consistent preference for boundaries that are easily understood and reflect local communities’
identity. This is of course reflected in the LGBCE Electoral Reviews Technical Guidance 2014. Residents we
have spoken to in Chadwell believed a western boundary of Barley Lane was sensible, and indeed was used
in the past. In fact many thought it was still a boundary between wards.
Ley Street
Residents in Newbury expressed the view that Ley Street, if the other criteria including electoral equality
allowed, would be an effective and understood boundary. Ley Street has been also a previous boundary and
in the view of residents would be a sensible boundary now.
The use of Barley Lane and Ley Street in previous ward map iterations underline their suitability and
appropriateness.
Records show that Ley Street was a borough ward boundary from 1922, when the municipal borough of
Ilford was founded, to 1965, when the London Borough of Redbridge was formed. This is demonstrated by
the 1949 borough map, in use until 1965, which confirms that utilised Ley Street was the boundary between
Park Ward (a name we are suggesting should be revived) and Newbury Ward.
Ley Street continued to be a boundary between Park Ward and Seven Kings (as it was then known) from
1965 to 1978, as shown by the attached 1967 Ward Map.
The 1978 review once again retained Ley Street as a boundary. It was only after the last full review in 1998
that the use of Ley Street as a boundary ended.
Ley Street is a key route linking the A12 to Ilford Town Centre. It is also one of the busiest roads in the
borough. We submit that the increased flexibility offered by wards of different numbers of councillors
allows all three LGBCE criteria to be considered and the return of Ley Street, a boundary for over 76 of the
last 94 years is both desirable and appropriate. Accordingly we are proposing its adoption in our ward
arrangement submission.
We note the LGBCEs comments that historical boundaries may be superceded by community developments
and evolution. We believe that the rationale that led to Ley Street being a boundary for so many years is still
relevant in 2016, and will be in 2021 and beyond.
The road is an obvious and understood local boundary, a busy bus route (routes 169 and 364) and a key
route in our local transport network.
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The 1975 map utilised Barley lane as the boundary between Seven Kings and Chadwell. The 1998 review
retained Barley lane as that boundary for the northern section.
This boundary was also used in the original 1965 ward arrangement at the borough’s inception. Once again
the “mandated three “ requirements mitigated against compliance with all three previously used LGBCE
criteria if a good level of electoral equality was to be achieved and we understand how this locally accepted
and understood boundaries were to be crossed.
Our submission for Ilford Central allows the use of these previous boundaries, which are not only
understood and recognised by local residents but also create identifiable and sustainable “real” local
communities.
Using the A12 as the northern boundary, the railway line as a southern boundary and barley lane to the
west, the area enclosed has the right number of electors for 5 councillors. As wards of more than 3 are not
usually permitted, we are submitting an iteration of a 2 councillor ward in the north of that section and a 3
councillor ward in the south.
We have utilised the southern section of Aldborough Rd South as the border between Seen Kings and a
revised Newbury Park. We have restored the traditional Ley street boundary between Newbury Park and a
new Park ward. The area to the west of Ley Street has been divided into 3 wards of 2, 3 and 2 members
respectively.

REDBRIDGE SOUTH
Ilford Central
Chadwell Ward and College Ward.
Barley Lane has been a recognised and easily understood boundary between Chadwell and Seven Kings in
earlier ward maps.
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Fig IC 01: Map showing Barley Lane as the boundary between Seven Kings and Chadwell (1978)

In fact Barley Lane remains the current boundary between Chadwell Ward and Seven Kings at its Northern
end from the A12 to Priestley gardens. The “Mandated three” requirements of the 1998 review forced a
change which is generally disliked by local resident. The effective governance and community identity
criteria were not effectively met. Chadwell looks like a slice of bread with a bite taken out and Seven Kings
resembles a short, stout spade.
It is our view and the view of the residents we consulted that it would be preferable for the Barley Lane
boundary to be restored. The area bounded by the A12, borough boundary, Railway Line and Barley Lane
has 13,967 electors. This equates to four councillors. As four member wards (used previously in Chadwell)
are not usually permitted, we are proposing two 2 member wards within these boundaries.
As mentioned, we propose to restore the previously understood and recognised Barley Lane eastern
boundary. We have retained the railway as the southern boundary. The northern boundary remains the
A12, the eastern the boundary with Barking & Dagenham. We have retained the eastern boundary along
barley lane, and extended it to go all the way down barley lane, continuing south into Goodmayes Road until
it reaches the railway line.

REDBRIDGE SOUTH
Ilford Central
Chadwell Ward and College Ward
Chadwell Ward
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The northern boundary of Chadwell Ward / southern boundary of College Ward follows Station Rd from the
junction with the railway line and heads east, north of Bengeo Gardens, along Gresham drive to Barley lane.
The eastern boundary is the borough boundary; the southern boundary the railway line; the western
boundary Barley Lane.
Name
We have retained the name Chadwell for this ward as it includes Chadwell Heath station.

Fig IC 02 – Proposed Chadwell Ward Map

Chadwell Ward
Two Councillors
7,267Electors
Variance 1%

REDBRIDGE SOUTH
Ilford Central
Chadwell Ward and College Ward
College Ward – Two Councillors
Proposed Ward Boundary
The northern boundary of Chadwell Ward / southern boundary of College Ward follows Station Rd from the
junction with the railway line and heads east, north of Bengeo Gardens, along Gresham drive to Barley lane.
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The eastern boundary is the borough boundary; the northern boundary the A12; the western boundary
Barley Lane
Character
The proposed College ward is distinct in character from Chadwell Ward as it includes the largest “new”
development around between the norther end of Chadwell Heath Lane and Barley Lane. Grove , Hevingham
and roads off are new build smaller homes, a mixture of modern flats, semis and smaller detached houses
Glandford. These are significantly different from the Victorian Terraces to the south of Gresham, the
proposed new boundary.
Name ‐ College
This is a new ward and its key feature and most well known location is Redbridge College. We believe
College is a suitable name that both reflects the area and would be understood and adopted by residents.

IC 03 – Proposed College Ward Map

College Ward
Two Councillors
6,700 Electors
Variance ‐7%
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REDBRIDGE SOUTH
Ilford Central
Seven Kings Ward
As discussed earlier, Barley Lane was the boundary between Chadwell and Seven Kings in the past.

IC 04: Map showing Barley Lane as the boundary between Seven Kings and Chadwell (1978)

It remains the current boundary at its Northern end from the A12 to Priestley gardens. The “Mandated
three” requirements of the 1998 review forced a change which is disliked by locals and severely
compromised the second and third criteria. Chadwell looks like a slice of bread with a bite taken out and
Seven Kings resembles a short, stout spade.
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IC 05: Current Shape of Seven Kings Ward

We propose to restore the previously understood and recognised Barley Lane eastern boundary. We have
retained the railway as the southern boundary. The northern boundary remains the A12. We are utilising
much of the former boundary to the west, with minor variations and the southern end for reasons of
electoral equality and community identity. We are though proposing that the northern end runs along
Aldborough Rd south and then continues both along Brook Road. We believe this is a better shape and also
aids improved electoral equality, leading to a variance of only 2%.
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IC 06: Proposed Seven Kings Ward Map
Seven Kings Ward
Three Councillors
11,021 Electors
Variance 2%
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REDBRIDGE SOUTH
Ilford Central
Newbury Ward
Newbury Ward had the largest electoral imbalance of all the wards in Redbridge. It had a projected 2,867
electors above the targeted 10,785 for a 3 member ward. It was the ward with the greatest need of
boundary adjustment to achieve electoral equality.
It should also be noted that the ward had a very unusual shape, compared by some to a squat Angel of the
North.
We have retained the A12 as a northern boundary and the Railway line as a southern boundary. The new
eastern boundary becomes the boundary with the reconfigured Seven kings ward, running along Aldborough
Rd South and Brook Road.
We are proposing a new western boundary that runs along Ley Street. This was the boundary in 1975.
Seven kings also fell victim to the “mandated 3” ward review in 1998. This review gives us the opportunity
to restore a locally recognised and easily understood boundary. We do in fact propose following the 1975
boundary almost exactly, running down Ley Street and then heading “south” just after Vicarage Lane

IC 076: 1975 Borough Map showing “Ley Street” as the boundary between Seven Kings and Park Ward.
This was also the boundary used from the borough’s inception in 1965.
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Newbury Ward
Newbury Park Ward had the greatest projected “excess” of electors compared to the projected average and
consequently required substantial modification.
By utilising the previously used boundary of Ley Street and the new Seven Kings boundary, we have been
able to construct a ward that retains most of the area of the former Newbury Park ward and achieve a
projected variance of only 2%.
Name
We propose retaining the existing name.

IC 08: Proposed Newbury Ward Map
Newbury Ward
Three Councillors
11,021 Electors
Variance 2%
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REDBRIDGE SOUTH
Ilford Central
Park Ward, Valentine Ward, Cranbrook Ward.
The area bounded by the A12 to the north, Ley Street to the east, the railway line to the south and the A406
to the west has a projected electorate of 25,576. This creates a need for seven councillors. We believe the
most sensible arrangement would be one ward of 3 councillors and two ward of 2 councillors.
REDBRIDGE SOUTH
Ilford Central
Park Ward
Our research has revealed that the first iteration of the borough in 1965 had a ward named “Park” with the
A12 as a northern boundary and Ley Street as a western boundary, with the ubiquitous railway line forming
the southern boundary. We are proposing re‐adopting those boundaries for our “new” Park Ward. Reasons
of electoral equality do not allow the use of the former boundary, so we are proposing a western boundary
that runs down Brisbane Road. We are also proposing to put Valentines Park into Park Ward. Using these
obvious and locally understood boundaries, we are able to construct a ward that has a variance of only 2%.

IC 09: Amendment: Please note the South Eastern boundary should follow Cranbrook Road along Valentines
Park heading south, then head west along the park until it reaches Melbourne Rd. This ios ot ensure al of
Valentine Park is in Park Ward
Park Ward
Two Councillors
7,364 Electors
Variance 2%
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REDBRIDGE SOUTH
Ilford Central
Valentine Ward,
With its eastern boundary set by Park Ward, its western boundary set by the A4506 and its Southern
boundary set by the railway line, the key decision for was whether Valentine should have three councillors
and Cranbrook two, or Cranbrook have three councillors and Valentines two.
A key criteria would be what community identity could be recognised along the borders of the first iteration
and the second iteration.
We have surveyed the area from the railway line to the A12. The southern section has a mixture of terraced
housing and some larger homes, nearly all of which have been converted into flats and / or hotels and
hostels. It has a character similar to many areas near railway stations and town centres, namely slightly run
down and shabby. It is an area that will hopefully benefit greatly when Crossrail arrives and new investment
is attracted.
The northern area has predominantly larger houses. There is a mix of detached, semi detached and terraced
homes. There is no obvious boundary between the two parts.
We could have broadly retained the existing Cranbrook / Valentine boundary, leading to a Cranbrook 3 cllr /
Valentine 2 Cllr split.
It is though our view that the area that lies between our proposed new Cranbrook Boundary and the existing
northern Valentine boundary has more in common with the southern section. We have therefore decided to
recommend a boundary between Valentine and Cranbrook that runs along Ranelagh Gardens and Highland
Gardens.
Name
We have retained the existing names, albeit within amended boundaries.
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Fig IC 10: Proposed Cranbrook Ward

Cranbrook Ward
Two Councillors
7,319 Electors
Variance 2%
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IC 11: Proposed Valentine Ward

Valentine Ward
Three Councillors
10,893 Electors
Variance 1%
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Redbridge North East (18)
Aldborough Hatch (1)
Barkingside (3)
Barkingside East (2)
Clayhall (3)
Fairlop (3)
Fullwell (3)
Hainault (3)
Redbridge North East has a boundary to the north with Epping Forest District Council, to the east
with Barking and Dagenham, to the south with the A12 and to the west with Bridge Ward, broadly
running along Roding Lane North.
It is currently home to six wards: Fairlop, Fulwell, Hainault, Clayhall, Barkingside and Aldborough,
and has 18 councillors.
The projected electorate in 2021 is xx,xxx and also leads to an allocation of 18 councillors. We do
not therefore plan any radical changes to Redbridge North East, with the exception of Aldborough
Ward. Aldborough is currently a three member ward divided by a tube line with no crossing point.
We will be proposing a one member ward to the east of the tue line (Aldborough Hatch) and a two
member ward to the west of the tube line (Barkingside East).
Redbridge North East Summary:
We are proposing five 3 member wards, one 2 member ward and one 1 member ward.
REDBRIDGE NORTH EAST (18)
Fairlop Ward (3)
We are aware of a proposal to move Claybury / Repton Park out of Fairlop and into Bridge ward.
Claybury / Repton Park has been part of Fairlop Ward since 1965. We note and are surprised that
the residents were not consulted before this proposal was made. To access Bridge from Fairlop you
don’t just leave the ward, you leave the borough, and enter Essex. Repton is directly linked to
Fairlop by a shared border and Tomswood Hill.
As previously mentioned, primary school place allocation is based on the walking route to a primary
school. Using this criteria the nearest primary school to Repton Park is Fairlop Primary School,
within Fairlop Ward. Residents we consulted were of the firm view that a 50 year arrangement
should not change. On balanced we think the residents are right. We are therefore not proposing to
move Repton Park / Claybury out of Fairlop.
We are therefore retaining the existing western boundary, northern boundary with Eppig Forest and
most of the southern boundary. For reasons of electoral equality we have included the
“Timberdene” development to the south of Tomswood Hill at the eastern end, along with Greystone
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Gardens. We have moved the eastern boundary slightly west to Inverness Drive, to both improve
the shape and make it contiguous with the new Aldborough Hatch boundary. We have retained the
south eastern boundary of the railway / Tanners lane / Barkingside High Street. Tanners Lane is a
well know and understood local boundary and its retention makes sense.
This warding arrangement allows us to keep 99% of the previous ward and achieve a variance of 2%

RNE 01: Fairlop Ward Map

Ward Fairlop
Three Councillors
10,994 Electors
Variance – 2%

REDBRIDGE NORTH EAST (18)
Hainault (3)
Hainault clearly has to retain its northern (Epping) and eastern (Barking & Dagenham) boundary. We
are also utilising the allotments to the east of Inverness Drive as a boundary, partly for reasons of
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electoral equality and partly because they form a natural barrier and contribute to a sensible
boundary. .
We have utilised use the Seven Kings River as a western boundary from Forest road, heading south
on Hainault’s western side. We have used the river as a boundary all the way down to the A12.
This more effectively links the new community in Five oaks Lane (circa 200 houses) currently being
built with the ward.
There is an argument that the relatively isolated community in Billet Road could sit within the
proposed ward of Aldborough Hatch. This would though compromise the electoral equality criteria.
We have therefore retained this community within Hainault, but would ask the LGBCE to consider
whether a case could be made to include it in Aldborough Hatch.
This arrangement achieves a reasonable level of electoral equality and creates a good shape based
on a real community.

RNE 02: Hainault Ward Map
Hainault Ward
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Three Councillors
11,290 , Electors
Variance 5 %
REDBRIDGE NORTH EAST (18)
Fullwell Ward (3)
We have also made minimal changes to the boundary of Fullwell Ward. We have included all of
Clayhall Avenue, rather than one half, and utilised Rushden Gardens as the boundary with Clayhall.
This is partly for reasons of Electoral equality, but also to ensure the important Tiptree Estate sits in
one ward. The north eastern boundary with Fairlop has been amended as discussed before but the
south eastern boundary is largely unchanged.
Fullwell Avenue and Clayhall Avenue retain key roles in “connecting “ the ward. Glade Primary
School and Gilbert Colvin Primary school sit within the ward, as does Caterham Secondary School,
acting as community focal points.
We believe this iteration provides a strong shape with clear community links and a good level of
electoral equality.

RNE 03: Fullwell Ward Map
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Fullwell Ward
Three Councillors
10,190, Electors
Variance –6 %
REDBRIDGE NORTH EAST (18)
Clayhall (3)
We considered dividing Clayhall along the A1400, or Southend Road. The road is a busy dual
carriageway and a real “barrier” across the ward. However, Beal school, a popular and successful
local secondary school sits on the A1400 and draw pupils from either side. Near to Beal school is
Sinclair House, a popular Jewish education, cultural and education centre, which also draws people
from either side.
On balance, for reasons of electoral equality and community identity, we decided to broadly retain
the existing boundaries.
The western boundary is the A406; the north western boundary is the rear gardens of Stradbroke
Grove, heading east at Rushden Gardens; the southern boundary is the A12 to Ingelhurst Gardens,
where it heads north to Redbridge Lane East, and then heads east to the A1400 / Longwood gardens
junction, heading along Longwood Gardens until it meets with Rushden Gardens.
This provides a good shape, and achieves a good degree of electoral equality with a variance of ‐1%
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RNE 04: Clayhall Ward Map

Clayhall Ward
Three Councillors
10,708 , Electors
Variance – 1%
REDBRIDGE NORTH EAST (18)
Barkingside (3)
Once again we have made only minor changes .
We have retained the southern A12, south eastern Inglehurst Gardens and north western Longwood
Gardens boundaries. We have also retained the lower section of the Ashurst Gardens boundary with
Aldborough, though we have extended it to the boundary of the Tesco Superstore.
We believe it makes sense to bring in Campbell, Hastings & Hatley Avenue along with Burford Close
into the same ward. It creates a better shape and a real community centred around the Cranbrook
Road, which is both a retail centre and an important bus route. It could be argued that Cranbrook
Rd is the spine” of the award.
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RNE 05: Barkingside Ward
BarkingsideWard
Three Councillors
11,552 Electors
Variance +7 %

REDBRIDGE NORTH EAST (18)
Aldborough (2) and Aldborough Hatch (1)

When we surveyed the current Aldborough ward we were surprised to learn that it was not possible
to move from the east to the west by car or by foot. We were further surpised to learn that to get to
the western part from the eastern section involved a lengthy journey, initially heading on the
opposite direction east on the A12, performing a U turn, then heading west along the A12 and
turning right at Ley Street. This journey can take over 15 minutes in rush hour.
We are also aware that Aldborough Hatch has a strong local identity. This was partly centred around
the active St Peters Church and the new local mosque. William Torbitt School was also a strong local
focal point.
Another source of community identity is the Aldborough Hatch Defence Association, who have been
waging a campaign against gravel extraction for over 20 years.
The area has a distinct feel, look and identity. The more we researched and examined the area, the
more we talked to locals and consulted local groups, the more distinct we felt the area was.
Perhaps more importantly, it fulfils the LGBCE “community identity” criteria.
We are therefore recommending the establishment of a one member ward for Aldborough Hatch.
The southern boundary is the A12; the western boundary is the Central Line which cannot be
crossed at any point. The eastern boundary is the Seven Kings River. The northern boundary is
Forest Road.
As discussed previously, the inclusion of the community along Billet Road to the east could be
considered. It would compromise the electoral equality criteria, and we therefore have not adopted
it as a recommendation. We do though ask the LGBCE to give it careful consideration.
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RNE 06: Aldborough Hatch Ward Map

Aldborough Hatch Ward
One Councillors
3,808, Electors
Variance +6 %

REDBRIDGE NORTH EAST (18)
Barkingside East (2)

The proposed boundaries for this ward are the tube line to the east; the A12 to the south; the
revised Barkingside ward boundary to the west; Tanners Lane / Station Road to the north.
The “spine” of this ward is Horns Lane. It connects the ward from Tanners Lane to the A12. It is also
a busy local bus route with a good variety of local shops to the south and dotted along its length.
We believe it is an easily understood ward drawn from its former parent ward.
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Name
We have looked at a broad range of names. Although Horn Road is the key feature, we felt “Horn
Road” was not a tenable suggestion. We carefully considered Perrymans Farm, or Perrymans ward,
as much of the ward was apparently built on the former Perryman’s farm.
We also considered “Barnardos” as the ward includes parts of the original Barnardos Estate, now a
housing development. Discussion with locals, although they were proud of the area’s link with one
of Britain’s most influential charities, were reluctant to adopt the name for the place where they
lived.
We are of course aware that the proposed ward does include Barkingside Tube Station. We have
therefore settled on “Barkingside East”, a name understood by those to whom we spoke.

RNE 07: Barkingside East Ward

Barkingside East
Two Councillors
6,808 , Electors
Variance – 5%
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REDBRIDGE WEST
Redbridge South West
South Woodford & Snaresbrook
Wanstead Village
Wanstead Park
Redbridge North West (8)
Bridge (3)
Churchfields (3)
Monkhams (2)
Redbridge West is bounded by Epping Forest district Council to the north, Waltham Forest to the West and
Newham to the south. Its eastern boundary is broadly the A406 / River Roding and Fairlop Ward.
It is home to the former Woodford Parliamentary Constituency which was in existence from 1945 to 1974,
and held by Sir Winston Churchill from 1945 to 1964. It is also home to the successor constituency of
Wanstead and Woodford , which ran from 1974 until 1987.
In recent years it has contained part of the Chingford and Woodford Green seat, the Ilford North seat, and
the Leyton and Wanstead seat.
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RW 01: Redbridge West (Green line). Red Line – A406 boundary between Redbridge NW and Redbridge SW
Within Redbridge West is Redbridge North West north of the red line in fig RW 01). It is the area of
Redbridge West to the north of the A406.
Redbridge South West is to the south and west of the A406, its southern and western boundary being the
borough boundaries with Newham and Waltham Forest.
Current wards that lie wholly or partly within Redbridge North West are Monkhams, Bridge, Church End
(part) and Roding (part).
Roding and Church End wards are both split by the A406. Roding is further divided by the M11 and River
Roding. It is due to the impact of the “mandated three”, that these wards were forced to cross the A406,
M1 and River Roding. With regard to Roding, we doubt that any ward in London is as divided.
All earlier ward maps use the A406 as a boundary, as we evidenced earlier. We have consulted widely with
residents. Many believed the A406 was still a ward boundary.
We understand that electoral equality made it very difficult to create three member wards without the
compromise that was reached.
However, we suggest that if it is now possible to create ward mapping that achieves electoral equality and
also fulfils the “community identity criteria” by using the A406 as a boundary.
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RW 02: Our proposed new Roding Southern Boundary
(The ward currently crosses the A406 at this point)

We also submit that the M11 and River Roding represent a real and clear boundary.
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RW 03: Rover Roding in Foreground; M11 Across the River Roding
We suggest that Bear Grylls would struggle to make it across the River Roding, scale the fence and then
traverse six lanes of M11 and come out unscathed. (naturally local residents don’t attempt it)
Redbridge West has projected 57,115 electors, leading to a councillor allocation of 16. The North West
section has 30,573 projected electors. We are proposing that eight councillors are allocated to this section
and eight to Redbridge South West.
Accordingly we are making a submission for Redbridge North West that envisages two 3 member wards and
one two member ward.

Redbridge West
Redbridge North West
Monkhams
Monkhams lies in the north west of the borough abutting Epping Forest Council and Waltham Forest Council.
As a result its boundaries cannot move to the north or to the west.
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Monkhams, which currently has three councillors was projected to have the largest negative variance, at
17% by 2021. It clearly does not meet the electoral equality criteria in its current form.
To achieve an electorate sufficient to have three councillors would have involved moving the southern
boundary down towards, but not quite reaching, the A406. This would have left a “sliver” of homes
effectively marooned north of the A406.
Proposed Boundaries
Having discussed the boundary options with residents we believe the most effective “southern” boundary is
Broadmead Road. This creates a clear community identity with a locally understood and recognised
boundary. This would provide a projected electorate of 7776 and create a ward of two councillors, one
fewer than present. We plan to retain the tube line as the eastern boundary for this section. As discussed,
the north and west are the borough boundary.
Character
Much of Monkhams is unique in character as befits its conservation area. It has a distinct older “Victorian
Merchants” houses. It has a unique and distinct architectural style across most of the ward. It contains one
of the boroughs earliest conservation areas.
Name
The name Monkhams should be retained

Fig RW 01: Proposed Monkhams Ward
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Monkhams Ward
Two Councillors
7,776 Electors
Variance +8%

Redbridge West
Redbridge North West
Churchfields
With Broadmead Rd as the new northern boundary, we will now include the southern part of Monkhams
that lied south of Broadmead road into the new Churchfields Ward. .
Proposed Boundaries
Churchfields new northern boundary is Broadmead Road. It retains the existing western boundary of
Waltham Forest now adopts the A406 as its southern boundary. If it retained its existing eastern boundary it
would not meet the electoral equality requirements for a two or three member ward. .
We are therefore proposing a new eastern boundary of Chigwell Road. This creates a ward with a natural
shape, good electoral equality and a good “community identity”.
We discussed a ward crossing a tube line with LGBCE officials earlier in the review. They advised that of a
community identity could be established, and the two parts of the ward could connect with each other, a
ward could be proposed on these lines.
They further advised that there are several wards in London that for reasons of community identity and
electoral equality do cross tube lines.
We believe that a number of factors would support a warding arrangement of this nature. As previously
mentioned, primary schools are an acknowledged evidential source of “community”. One of the most
popular and successful schools in the area is Churchfields Primary School. It lies on Churchfields Road just
north of a footbridge crossing over the tube line.
Admission criteria are based on walking distance to school. Churchfields serves families on both sides of the
railway line. The only children’s playground in the ward is also on Churchfields Road and is used by families
across the prosed new ward. In addition, directly in the middle of the northern end of the proposed wards
lies Woodbridge High School. This school draws its pupils from all sections of the proposed new ward.
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RW 04: Churchfields School

RW 05: Churchfields Playground

RW 06: Woodbridge School

RW 07: PS07 & 08 – Churchfields School; SS17 – Woodbridge School; Red Arrow – Crossing Point

The Parish Church is St Mary’s of Woodford. It predates the railway by many years and as a result the Parish
eastern boundary is the River Roding; the proposed ward lies entirely within the Parish boundary.
The ward is only 0.4miles wide at its widest point, and it is possible to drive to all sections of the ward from
any part inside five minutes, as we demonstrated with our survey.
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Accordingly we recommend a new Three member ward made up of parts of Church End, Monkhams and
Roding be established.
Name – Churchfields
This would be a largely new ward, albeit based in part on historic boundaries. As the new ward is made up
of two distinct sections of existing wards, we believe a new name is appropriate.
We gave careful consideration to Churchill as a name, in recognition of his local and national service. This
received great support from many people. However, on balance we thought “Churchfields” was more
appropriate as were told the estates were predominantly built within the fields linked to St Mary’s and the
primary school and road on which the primary school is based are well known local “landmarks”
Accordingly we recommend the name “Churchfields”.

Fig RW 02: Proposed Churchfields Boundaries

Churchfields Ward
3 Councillors
11,537 electors
Variance +7%

Redbridge West
Redbridge North West
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Bridge Ward
Bridge also suffers from a projected electorate deficit in 2021, deemed to be 12% “light”, the second highest
in the borough.
We looked at extending Bridge down to the A406, but that led to a ward that was too large. We researched
the ward’s history and discovered that earlier iterations of the ward included the area at the south eastern
end of Roding Lane North within Bridge ward. Indeed, we understand both the former borough of
Wansetad and Woodford and former parliamentary constituency also included the Hill Farm estate.
The 1965 ward map included the “Hill Farm” (HF) estate. The western boundary is the M11 and river
Roding. The eastern boundary is roding Lane North. This area was within Bridge in the past and within
Bridge ward prior to the borough’s inception.
Including this area within Bridge would simply be restoring it to its original home, whilst meeting the criteria
of community identity and electoral equality.
Chigwell Road in Woodford Bridge, in Bridge Ward, is a local shopping centre linked to the “Hill Farm” area
by Roding lane North.
We looked for evidence of community links and talked to local residents. One of the nearest schools is
Roding Lane Primary School, situated on Roding Lane North. Several local children from the “HF” estate
attend or had attended Roding Primary School.
We were also told that the easiest shops to reach were at Woodford Bridge. It was actually easier to get
there than drive to the local Tesco Supermarket because of the dual carriageway that forced a left turn to
the Longwood Gardens roundabout.
We spoke to the local rugby club, also based on Roding Lane North, who run an established youth section,
who confirmed that many players and parents came from both the Hill Farm estate and across Bridge Ward.
The same was true of the adjoining cricket club, South Woodford Cc, which also lies on Roding Lane North. A
further shared leisure facility is “the Lakes”, a poplar fishing lake and restaurant, once again on Roding Lane
North.
Residents of the Hill Farm Estate and Bridge Ward also use the local and family owned garden centre, also on
Roding Lane North.
All these factors strengthen the fact that this arrangement meets “Community identity “criteria”
It also assists in meeting “effective and convenient local government”. As mentioned, the Hill farm Estate is
isolated from the rest of Roding Ward and houses no public or commercial buildings. It is therefore difficult
to site a polling station. As a result a Portakabin has to be rented and plonked into a pub car park. This is
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neither satisfactory nor cost effective. From this part of Roding it is almost impossible to reach a polling
station elsewhere in the ward.
Moving Hill farm back into Bridge would allow residents to vote at Roding Primary School on Roding Lane
North, which many of their children attend.

RW08: Roding Lane North, linking the HF Estate with
Woodford Bridge

RW 10: Wanstead Rugby Club
(no longer in Wanstead obviously..)

RW09: Roding Lane Primary School, on Roding Lane North
drawing pupils from either end of Roding Lane North

RW 11: Access to “The Lakes” and South Woodford
CC, next to local Garden Centre
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RW 12: Looking at the current boundary with Bridge Ward

RW 13: Woodford Bridge Shopping Centre

Proposed Boundaries
We therefore recommend a Bridge Ward that retains its existing boundaries with the addition of the Hill
Farm Estate. This has the effect of extending the existing eastern boundary of Roding Lane North further
south to the A1400. It also encompassed the new “Bellway Development” opposite the Cricket Club. We
should add that whilst the map seems to show the M11 “cutting through” the ward, once it enters Bridge it
is at a raised level and you can travel across (or more accurately under) it.
There are established community links and this proposal also achieves a good level of electoral equality.

Fig RW 03 : Proposed Bridge Ward Map

Bridge Ward
Three Councillors
11,260 Electors
Variance 4%
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Redbridge South West (8)
South Woodford & Snaresbrook (3)
Wanstead Village (3)
Wanstead Park (2)
As previously stated, we submit that the A406 is a real and obvious boundary. We therefore intend to use it
as a boundary between Redbridge North West and Redbridge South West. As also stated previously, we are
proposing eight councillors in Redbridge South West, and are submitting an iteration that involves two 3
member wards and one 2 member ward.
We submit that the existing ward boundaries are both confusing and unsatisfactory. Where Wanstead
crosses the A12 at ground level, it is six lanes wide and can only be crossed via a footbridge.
We also believe the boundaries between Wanstead, Snaresbrook and Roding are arbitrary and confusing.
We did not meet a single resident who knew where this “tripartite” boundary was.
Wanstead residents are served by Nightingale Primary School. However, you can only access the school
from within Roding Ward.
Currently Tavistock Rd appears to be arbitrarily split between Snaresbrook and Church End. Wanstead High
Street is not in Wanstead, but in Snaresbrook. Cranbourne Avenue seems to be split between four wards, a
perhaps unique situation. Both Church End and Roding are gouged apart by the A406.
We do not think there is a more unsatisfactory set of boundaries in Redbridge. We appreciate this is the
result primarily of the “mandated three” conditions. We would respectfully suggest that these boundaries
could and should change if the boundary commission criteria are to be followed.
We have spoken extensively to local residents. There was universal support for having Wanstead High Street
in Wanstead Ward. There was also a desire to have boundaries that were easily understood.
“Wanstead Village” has developed a distinct character in recent years. The main A road A113 (New
Wanstead / Hermon Hill / Chigwell Road) runs from the Green Man roundabout t the Charlie Brown
Roundabout. We are therefore proposing this as a boundary between Wanstead and South Woodford and
Snaresbrook.
The A406 is proposed as the eastern boundary. Where the A12 is at ground level, between Wanstead High
Street and Redbridge Roundabout, we are proposing that as a boundary. Where the A12 is underground and
can be crossed, we are proposing the inclusion of the homes to the west of St Mary’s Avenue. These
residents use the same places of worship, (Our Lady of Lourdes and Christchurch) primary schools (Our Lady
of Lourdes, Christchurch, Nightingale) and shopping centre (Wanstead High Street). They form one
community, with easy access across George Green and Blake Hall Road.
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Green Line – Wanstead Village Ward Boundary; P = Primary School
Name
We consulted widely with residents and suggestions included Nightingale, Wanstead and Wanstead Village.
When given a choice between the three, Wanstead Village was preferred by a greater number of people. It
is also used by estate agents and the national media (The Times et al) to describe the bulk of the ward. We
are therefore recommending this name.
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RW 14: Wanstead Village Map

Wanstead Village Ward
Three members
10,070 Electors
Variance – 7%

South Woodford and Snaresbrook Ward
This ward iteration includes the former parts of Church End that lie south of the A406 and Roding that lie
south of the A406 and west of Hermon Hill / Chigwell Road. It also includes the parts of Snaresbrook to the
west of the A113.
The western boundary remains the borough boundary with Waltham Forest.
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We are recommending the A406 as a northern boundary. The south eastern boundary we are proposing is
New Wanstead / Hermon Hill / Chigwell Road. The tube line between the A406 and the borough boundary
can be crossed in several places, as detailed below.

Fig RW 0?: Green Line – SW & Snaresbrook Ward Boundary; Red Arrows Crossing Points; P=Primary School

These include Foxdene Close /Marlborough Road (pedestrian) ; George Lane (pedestrian) The Viaduct (car) ;
Wanstead High Street (car); Falcon Way / Eagle lane (pedestrian) Hollybush Hill (car);
This ward iteration benefits from clear boundaries that would be understood by local residents. It prevents
the splitting of Woodford Road at an arbitrary point. It puts Snaresbrook Primary school at the centre of the
ward.
This ward includes the recognised areas of Snaresbrook and South Woodford, and also includes Snaresbrook
and South Woodford stations. In discussion with residents those in each area wanted to retain that name in
the ward name. When presented with “South Woodford and Snaresbrook” most residents consulted agreed
it was a good name. One resident suggested West Wanstead.
We are proposing the name South Woodford and Snaresbrook
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RW 17: South Woodford and Snaresbrook Map

South Woodford & Snaresbrook Ward
Three Councillors
9.892 Electors
Variance ‐8%

Wanstead Park Ward
The proposed Wanstead Park Ward has a southern boundary with Newham, an eastern boundary of the
A406 and a western boundary with Waltham Forest.
The southern section of this ward contains the area of Aldersbrook. Bounded by Woodlands Avenue /
Northumberland Avenue and the A116 / Aldersbrook Road, when combined with the Lake House Road
Estate area has too many electors to warrant one councillor and not enough to warrant two.
The entire ward lies within the grounds of the former Wanstead Park, a grade 2 listed municipal park
covering an area of about 140 acres. The park housed the Palladian Wanstead House, built in 1715.
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Since demolished by creditors, the park is now an important centre of recreation that lies in the middle of
the proposed ward.
We therefore propose for reasons primarily of electoral equality and partly community identity to include
the area of the park since built on that lies to the North East, bounded by the A12 , St Marys Avenue
and the A406. This area extends deep into the park along Warren Drive. The north eastern and
southern sections of this ward are linked by pathways and cycle ways.
The local secondary school, Wanstead High, serves pupils and parents across the ward.

RW 0?: Wanstead High School (SS16) and Aldersbrook Primary School (PS02) wthin Wansted Park
Name
To distinguish it from the neighbouring ward we are recommending the name “Wanstead Park”. This has
both current and historical connotations and is used locally as the name for this area.
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RW 17: Wanstead Park Map

Wanstead Park
Two Councillors
6,580 Electors
Variance ‐8%
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Ward variances based on Conservative scheme
Redbridge Conservatives
Ward name

Forecast Cllrs per
Electorate
ward

Electorate
per Cllr

Variance

Aldborough Hatch

3808

1

3808

6%

Barkingside

11552

3

3851

7%

Barkingside East

6808

2

3404

-5%

Bridge

11260

3

3753

4%

Chadwell

7267

2

3633

1%

Churchfields

11537

3

3846

7%

3

3569

-1%

Clayhall 10708
College

6700

2

3350

-7%

Cranbrook

7319

2

3659

2%

Fairlop

10994

3

3665

2%

Fullwell

10190

3

3397

-6%

Goodmayes

10523

3

3508

-2%

Hainault

11290

3

3763

5%

Ilford Lane

10376

3

3459

-4%

Ilford Town

7052

2

3526

-2%

Loxford

10871

3

3624

1%

Mayfield

7294

2

3647

1%

Monkhams

7776

2

3888

8%

Newbury Park

7339

2

3669

2%

Park Ward

7364

2

3682

2%

Seven Kings

11021

3

3674

2%

South Woodford

9892

3

3297

-8%

Valentines

10893

3

3631

1%

Wanstead Park

6580

2

3290

-8%

Wanstead Village

10070

3

3357

-7%

REDBRIDGE

226484

63

3595

